PCO LITE ELECTRICAL SDN. BHD.
Lot No. 157880 (PT 1283) Off Jalan Degong, 31900 Kampar, Perak, Malaysia.
Tel : 605 - 4665313 , 4651020 Fax : 605 - 4651310

INSTALLATION MANUAL
WEATHER PROOF FITTING
PCO 120 AC

PCO 220 AC

PCO 140 AC

PCO 240 AC

Step 4: Insert the hanging clip into the hole at control gear tray.

INSTALLATION NOTICE

Warning

Please follow all the installation manual carefully. Any inproper
installation will cause burn, electrical shock and lamp malfunction.
Please do not modify or change the actual part of the lamp.
Please ensure the incoming supply voltage in valid rating.
If the lamp malfunction, please cut off the supply and call the qualified
technician or the related store which sell this product.

Step 5: Attach lamp frame to the hanging device as shown in the picture above.

Please do not close this product with sound or
heat prove material.
Please do not install this product near to the inflammable material.
Notice
Please do not install this product under direct sun reflected area, enclose
with vaporized material & vibrating area.

Step 6: Root the supply cable into the lamp frame and connect it to the provided
connector.

Please cut off the supply during the maintenance work.

Cable Gland

Step 7: Place lamp holder and starter at the provided place
Step 1: Insert the cable gland into the prepared hole according to picture above.

Locking Clip

Step 2: Insert the locking clips into the eight holes around the lamp frame.

Step 8: Install the control gear tray on the lamp frame and make sure that it is
tightened properly as shown in the picture above.

Wall Plug

Hanging Device

Wall Plug

Screw

Step 9: Fix lamp tube at the lamp holder properly and rotate it to 90°. Finally,
Step 3: Insert the wall plug into ceiling hole and tie the hanging device to it using
attach the lamp frame cover and the eight locking clips properly.
provided screw.

Step 9: Fix lamp tube at the lamp holder properly and rotate it to 90°. Finally,
Step 3: Insert the wall plug into ceiling hole and tie the hanging device to it using
attach the lamp frame cover and the eight locking clips properly.
provided screw.

